
Guided Reading Lesson Plan (Levels M-Z) 
 

Title: Hello, Mrs. Piggle-Wiggle    Level: O   ISBN: 978-0-590-41385-5    Publisher: Scholastic   Day 1 Pages 7-25 

 

Before Reading:  (5-7 min.) 

*Summarize plot (M)     *Discuss pictures (M) 

*Unfamiliar book language/character names (S)   *Draw upon students’ experiences (M)             

 

Chapter 1:   The Show Off Cure  Pages 7-25 

Start out by reading the back of the book.  Do you have any bad habits that may need a magic 

cure from Mrs. Piggle-Wiggle?   

 

In the first chapter Mr. And Mrs. Carmody are upset with their son Phillip's actions.  He is 

always trying to show off for people. Read chapter 1 and find out what some of the actions that 

Phillip's parents are upset about and how this problem is solved. 
 

Words/Text Layout: 

*New or important words (V)    obnoxious (10)  lukewarm (13)  sulkily (13) 
            *Unusual aspect of text layout (V)      
 

Suggested Teaching Point (Behaviors to Notice and Support) or focus on a Comprehension Strategy:  

    connections, questions, inferences, visualizing, summarizing, synthesizing, determining importance 
 

Good readers think about the plot of a story.  Setting, characters, problem, solution… 
 

During Reading: (10-15 min.) 

Students silently read the text. You may choose to listen to a few students whisper read the text, if reading 

fluency is a concern. While students are silently reading, you can start another group or conference with 

students who are independently reading. 

 

After Reading:  (8-10 min.) 

 *Discuss the story 

  -clarify confusion, revisiting parts of the text that posed problems for readers 

  -acknowledge partially correct responses, seeking to understand students’ perspectives 

 *Connect discussion to the teaching point and/or a comprehension strategy (see above) 

 

What did Phillip do that upset his dad so much? 

Why do you think Phillip’s actions did not bother his mom in the beginning of the chapter?   

How did Mrs. Carmody change in this chapter?  What made her change?  (teacher’s call & Mrs. 

Piggle-Wiggle)  

What was the Phillip’s problem?   

How is the problem solved?  (Mrs. Piggle-Wiggle’ss powder makes him disappear)  

What did Phillip do at recess?    How did that turn out?   

What happened at the end of the chapter? (Phillip recognized his friend as a show off) 

 

Writing Connection (optional):   Write about a time you were showing off and something bad 

happened.    OR     Write about a time you upset your parents when you were trying to show off. 



Guided Reading Lesson Plan (Levels M-Z) 
Title: Hello, Mrs. Piggle-Wiggle   Level: O  ISBN: 978-0-590-41385-5   Publisher: Scholastic   Day 2  Pages 26-47 
 

Before Reading:  (5-7 min.) 

*Summarize plot (M)     *Discuss pictures (M) 

*Unfamiliar book language/character names (S)   *Draw upon students’ experiences (M) 

Chapter 2: The Crybaby Cure  Pages 26-47 

 

In this chapter Melody cries or whines about everything!  Her parents are upset and she does 

not have many friends. When the children are invited to a birthday party, Mrs.Foxglove, mom, 

decides to call Mrs. Piggle-Wiggle for help! 

 

The Foxglove children’s names in this chapter:  Cornell, 11, boy    Harvard, 9, boy   Melody, girl, 

8    Emmy, 6, girl    
 

Words/Text Layout: 

*New or important words (V):  broom straw (30)  Rheumatic fever (33)  Crybabyitis (35)  

   deluged (37) bellow (43)   

*Unusual aspect of text layout (V)    Talk about Melody's words...they are written like when  

you cry and your nose is stuffed up  (27) 
 

Suggested Teaching Point (Behaviors to Notice and Support) or focus on a Comprehension Strategy:  

    connections, questions, inferences, visualizing, summarizing, synthesizing, determining importance 

 

Good readers think about the plot of a story.  Setting, characters, problem, solution… 

 
During Reading: (10-15 min.) 
Students silently read the text. You may choose to listen to a few students whisper read the text, if reading 

fluency is a concern. While students are silently reading, you can start another group or conference with 

students who are independently reading. 

 

After Reading:  (8-10 min.) 

 *Discuss the story 

  -clarify confusion, revisiting parts of the text that posed problems for readers 

  -acknowledge partially correct responses, seeking to understand students’ perspectives 

 *Connect discussion to the teaching point and/or a comprehension strategy (see above) 

What was wrong with Melody?  (problem) 

Who suggested Mrs. Foxglove call Mrs. Piggle-wiggle? 

What did Mrs. Piggle-Wiggle suggest? 

Why did Mrs. Foxglove want melody to stop crying?  (twins party) 

After melody took the tonic, what happened every time she cried? (39) 

What happened at school?  (solution) 

How did the chapter end? 
 

Writing Connection (optional):  Think about Melody.  How did she change in this chapter?  Use 

details from the chapter to write a smart answer. 



Guided Reading Lesson Plan (Levels M-Z) 
 
Title: Hello, Mrs. Piggle-Wiggle   Level: O  ISBN: 978-0-590-41385-5   Publisher: Scholastic   Day 3  Pages 48-70  
 

Before Reading:  (5-7 min.) 

*Summarize plot (M)     *Discuss pictures (M) 

*Unfamiliar book language/character names (S)   *Draw upon students’ experiences (M) 

 

Chapter 3:  The Bully  Pages 48-70 
 

In this chapter Nicholas has a bullying problem.  His mother finds out and seeks advice and a 

magic cure from Mrs. Piggle-wiggle.  Read to find out how Nicholas and his bully friend are 

changed in this chapter.  
 

Words/Text Layout: 

*New or important words (V):  allowance (59) disgracefully (61) loathsome (61) radiator (66)  
*Unusual aspect of text layout (V) 

     

Suggested Teaching Point (Behaviors to Notice and Support) or focus on a Comprehension Strategy:  

    connections, questions, inferences, visualizing, summarizing, synthesizing, determining importance 

 

Good readers think about the plot of a story.  Setting, characters, problem, solution… 

 
During Reading: (10-15 min.) 
Students silently read the text. You may choose to listen to a few students whisper read the text, if reading 

fluency is a concern. While students are silently reading, you can start another group or conference with 

students who are independently reading. 

 

After Reading:  (8-10 min.) 

 *Discuss the story 

  -clarify confusion, revisiting parts of the text that posed problems for readers 

  -acknowledge partially correct responses, seeking to understand students’ perspectives 

 *Connect discussion to the teaching point and/or a comprehension strategy (see above) 

 

When did Mrs. Semicolon know Nicholas was a bully? 

What did Mrs. Piggle-Wiggle say would be the best thing for Nicholas?  

When Did Nicholas change?  Give some specific evidence about how he was before the pills and 

how he was after the pills. 

What is the neighborhood children's club? 

Where did Mrs. Piggle-Wiggle get her magic cures for children? 

 

 

Writing Connection (optional):    Why do you think so many kids were at Mrs. Piggle-Wiggles house? 

 

 

 



Guided Reading Lesson Plan (Levels M-Z) 
Title: Hello, Mrs. Piggle-Wiggle   Level: O  ISBN: 978-0-590-41385-5   Publisher: Scholastic   Day 4 Pages 71-85 

 

Before Reading:  (5-7 min.) 

*Summarize plot (M)     *Discuss pictures (M) 

*Unfamiliar book language/character names (S)   *Draw upon students’ experiences (M) 

 

Chapter 4:  The Whisperer (part 1)  Pages 71-85  

 

In this chapter, Evelyn is having a birthday party.  Evelyn and her friend Mary are whispering 

about a girl, Cornelia.  She is a girl in their class that will not be invited to the party.  They 

whisper about everything!  Today you find out how Mary and Evelyn treat Cornelia. 
 

 

Words/Text Layout: 

*New or important words (V): naughty (72) vain (74) condescendingly (74) compost pile (81) 
*Unusual aspect of text layout (V):    

 

Suggested Teaching Point (Behaviors to Notice and Support) or focus on a Comprehension Strategy:  

    connections, questions, inferences, visualizing, summarizing, synthesizing, determining importance 

 

Good readers think about the plot of a story.  Setting, characters, problem, solution… 

 
During Reading: (10-15 min.) 
Students silently read the text. You may choose to listen to a few students whisper read the text, if reading 

fluency is a concern. While students are silently reading, you can start another group or conference with 

students who are independently reading. 

 

After Reading:  (8-10 min.) 

 *Discuss the story 

  -clarify confusion, revisiting parts of the text that posed problems for readers 

  -acknowledge partially correct responses, seeking to understand students’ perspectives 

 *Connect discussion to the teaching point and/or a comprehension strategy (see above) 

Mary and Evelyn are not very nice to Cornelia when Mary's mom brings her into the kitchen for 

cake.  What do they do or say to her?   

What are 2 things Cornelia knows a lot about? Flowers, birds/worms, cleaning up after herself  

What is the hush-hush club? 

 

 

 

Writing Connection (optional):  Write about a time you have been put down. 

 

 

 

 

 



Guided Reading Lesson Plan (Levels M-Z) 
 
Title: Hello, Mrs. Piggle-Wiggle   Level: O  ISBN: 978-0-590-41385-5   Publisher: Scholastic   Day 5  Pages 86-99 
 

Before Reading:  (5-7 min.) 

*Summarize plot (M)     *Discuss pictures (M) 

*Unfamiliar book language/character names (S)   *Draw upon students’ experiences (M) 

 

Chapter 4:  The Whisperer (part 2) Pages 86-99 

 

In this part of the chapter, the girls will find out about whisper sticks.  It turns out that many 

children in the neighborhood are whispering.  The effects of the whisper sticks cause some 

problems.  Read to find out about issues that are caused by the whisper sticks. 
 

Words/Text Layout: 

*New or important words (V):  petticoat (91) 
*Unusual aspect of text layout (V)     

 

Suggested Teaching Point (Behaviors to Notice and Support) or focus on a Comprehension Strategy:  

    connections, questions, inferences, visualizing, summarizing, synthesizing, determining importance 

 

Good readers think about the plot of a story.  Setting, characters, problem, solution… 

 
During Reading: (10-15 min.) 
Students silently read the text. You may choose to listen to a few students whisper read the text, if reading 

fluency is a concern. While students are silently reading, you can start another group or conference with 

students who are independently reading. 

 

After Reading:  (8-10 min.) 

 *Discuss the story 

  -clarify confusion, revisiting parts of the text that posed problems for readers 

  -acknowledge partially correct responses, seeking to understand students’ perspectives 

 *Connect discussion to the teaching point and/or a comprehension strategy (see above) 

 

What is Mrs. Piggle-Wiggle's solution for the whispering?  

Let's talk about Cornelia's first day of gardening for Mrs. Crackle.  (Turn to page 92 and 93) 

How did the whisper sticks anger all 3 girls and even Corry, the neighborhood boy? 

What is the picnic club? 

What is Mrs. Crackle doing with the left over whisper sticks? 

 
 

Writing Connection (optional):  What would you do if you were in Cornelia's situation?  How do you 

think she felt?  Use evidence from the text to support your answer. 

 

 

 



Guided Reading Lesson Plan (Levels M-Z) 
Title: Hello, Mrs. Piggle-Wiggle  Level: O  ISBN: 978-0-590-41385-5   Publisher: Scholastic    Day 6  Pages 100-125 

 

Before Reading:  (5-7 min.) 

*Summarize plot (M)     *Discuss pictures (M) 

*Unfamiliar book language/character names (S)   *Draw upon students’ experiences (M) 

 

Chapter 5:  The Slowpoke   Pages 100-125 
 

Has your mom or dad ever tried to get you to hurry but all you did was go slower?  In this 

chapter Harbin has this problem.  He gets off task all the time!  Find out what happens to his 

family after his dad goes to see Mrs. Piggl-Wiggle. 

 
Words/Text Layout: 

*New or important words (V):  grouse (102) uproariously (104) shawl and delirious (105)  

bewilderment (107) ambled and thyroid (109)  lemme (113)      

dunno and bureau (117)  dawdling (121) 

*Unusual aspect of text layout (V)   

   

Suggested Teaching Point (Behaviors to Notice and Support) or focus on a Comprehension Strategy:  

    connections, questions, inferences, visualizing, summarizing, synthesizing, determining importance 

 

Good readers think about the plot of a story.  Setting, characters, problem, solution… 

 
During Reading: (10-15 min.) 
Students silently read the text. You may choose to listen to a few students whisper read the text, if reading 

fluency is a concern. While students are silently reading, you can start another group or conference with 

students who are independently reading. 

 

After Reading:  (8-10 min.) 

 *Discuss the story 

  -clarify confusion, revisiting parts of the text that posed problems for readers 

  -acknowledge partially correct responses, seeking to understand students’ perspectives 

 *Connect discussion to the teaching point and/or a comprehension strategy (see above) 

 Talk to me about the problem in this chapter. 

Think about the beginning of the chapter when Harbin was trying to get to school.  What were 

some of the activities that distracted him from finishing a task?  

Why was this chapter called slowpoke? 

What did Mrs. Quadrangle think was wrong with Harbin?  

What did Mrs. Piggle-Wiggle give Mr. Quadrangle to try on Harbin? 

What was the consequence for Harbin getting rid of the "slowpokes"? 

After they put the spray on Harbin’s clothes where else did Mr. and Mrs. Quadrangle spray it? 

 

Writing Connection (optional):  Since this is the end of the book, write about something that Mrs. 

Piggle-Wiggle could fix for you.  How do you think she would do that? 


